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Abstract. This study investigates the tactile perceived influence of seat covers.
Two identical BMW 3-Series seats are used, one with a leather cover and one
with a fabric cover. Thirty healthy subjects participated in an experiment rating
the tactile perceived properties of the seats while blindfolded. A discomfort test,
a word pair rating and the overall experience of the seats were examined. The
study has shown that not only the foam properties and the contour of the seat
influences the seat characterisation but also the seat cover material. The leather
and the fabric seats were characterised different, but the pressure distribution did
not show so much differences. Furthermore, the perceived differentiation of the
seats are distinctive for the seat pan and for the backrest. Therefore, further
research is needed to investigate other characteristics of the seat like shear force
related to various cover properties in combination with different seat compo-
nents and contour combinations.

Keywords: Seat cover � Seat comfort � Cover materials

1 Introduction

The best time to pick someone’s pocket is, when a person reads a book or has another
challenging visual search task to perform. The study of Murphy and Dalton [14] has
shown that people’s ability to notice tactile stimuli is reduced when they are carrying
out a demanding visual task. In contrast, the tactile information enables blindfolded
people to perceive the environment [17]. The interaction of the senses and the envi-
ronment affect the tactile perception and the resulting (dis-)comfort rating [18], espe-
cially while sitting in a seat with a huge number of contact area. For a subject based
evaluation of seat properties it is important to emphasize the tactile senses and mini-
mize all other environmental factors. Schmidt and Thews [16] describe the four most
investigated tactile receptors in the skin: Merkel disks for the pressure, Ruffini cor-
puscles for the stretch and shear stresses, the Meissner’s corpuscles for the information
about tactile and sensitive changes and the Pacinian corpuscles for vibration. Especially
automotive seats have various attributes and shapes depending on diverse factors.
Luxury seats are characterised more flat and soft, sporty seats more hard with
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pronounced bolsters [8]. The different seat contours and foam characteristics affect the
resulting seat-human interaction while causing individual deformation of the skin and
tissue recorded by the tactile mechanoreceptors. The resulting interaction area depends
on the individual person sitting in the seat as well as on the seat characteristics causing
individual tactile stimuli and a personal subjective (dis-)comfort rating.

Based on the described context research was done to design comfortable seats. The
shape and the contour of a seat is an often investigated factor to improve the comfort.
Franz et al. [5] developed a light weight seat based on the human contour. Kamp [9]
compared the developed seat [5] to existing seat concepts. Kolich [11] compared five
seats with different geometry characteristics, concluding that the seat designer should be
aware of ergonomic relations. Additionally, the literature mentions ergonomic aspects
investigating the right sitting and seat angles with appropriate seat dimensions [15].

The most investigated tactile receptor related to comfort is the pressure distribution.
De Looze et al. [2] illustrates and concludes in a literature review that a well-distributed
pressure in a seat cushion is linked to the discomfort perception. Mergl [12] and Zenk
et al. [19] defined an ideal pressure distribution and Kilinscoy [10] confirms this ideal
pressure distribution for rear seats. In comparison, the shear force and friction per-
ception are not investigated sufficiently. Goossens [7] considers various seat pan
materials measuring the outcome shear forces and Grujicic et al. [6] correlates a higher
cover friction to higher shear forces based on simulative results.

There is also a limited group of studies examining the link between the comfort
perception, the tactile perception and the seat properties. Most of these studies focus on
the foam properties. Ebe and Griffin [3, 4] investigate the effects of various foam
characteristics related to the comfort. Andreoni et al. [1] used a large number of seats
with different foam characteristics analysing pressure and comfort, defining a corre-
lation between the shape of the human body and the interface pressure. Zhang et al.
[20] illustrates that the discomfort perception is associated with various wordings, like
posture, pain, stiffness or strained feeling, which implements that the comfort should
also be related to other perceptions like the shear force and additional seat components
like the seat cover.

There is to our knowledge no study which considers the influence of the seat cover
properties on the perceived comfort, even though it is the top seat layer that has most
direct interaction with the human body. The aim of this paper is to highlight the tactile
perceived seat cover properties of different seats. Therefore, the research question of
this study is raised to: Does a person perceive a difference between two seats with
different cover materials and which factors influence the differentiation of these seats?

2 Method

To answer the research question, two identical seats with different seat cover material
properties were mounted on a setup, compared and rated by thirty different test persons.
The participants performed the experiment blindfolded in order to focus on the tactile
perceived properties of the seats.
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2.1 Participants

Thirty healthy subjects, twenty males and ten females, participated in the experiment.
The mean height of the participants was 1.73 m (1.55 m–1.94 m) with a mean weight
of 70.9 kg (47 kg–110 kg). On the torso, the participants either wear a pullover (30%),
a shirt (63%) or a dress (6.7%); on the bottom either jeans (70%), leggings/tights
(13%), cloth pants (13%) or sweatpants (3%).

2.2 Seats

Two basic BMW 3 Series seats are used for the research with a simple, not distinctive
contour in order to emphasize the properties of cover materials while sitting in the seat
(see Fig. 1). Furthermore, the seat layout is simple, consisting out of a seat frame,
foam, heating mat and cover. The seats only differ in cover material: leather and fabric.
Both seats are produced and assembled in the same factory on the same day and during
a similar period fulfilling all specified requirements of the manufacturer. The foam
hardness of the seat pan is 6 kPa in the main surface and 12 kPa in the bolsters. The
backrest has a foam hardness of 5 kPa in the main surface and 10 kPa in the bolsters.

2.3 Setup

Figure 1 illustrates the research setup. The seats are mounted in the H-Point position on
a frame next to each other. In front of the seats a platform is mounted for a reproducible
positioning of the heels. The seats are placed behind a wall in order to prevent a visual
impression of the seats before the test. Considering the differing heat transfer coeffi-
cients of leather and the fabric material, this could create a different temperature per-
ception of the materials, both seat were pre-heated to human temperature by having
persons sit on it before starting the experiment. The seat position of both seats is not
changed.

25°

7°

Fig. 1. Setup of the experiment. Leather and fabric seat mounted next to each other in the
H-Point-Position
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2.4 Procedure

Before carrying out the test, anthropometric measurements are performed. The subjects
are calibrated while sitting on the anthropometric chair for 3 min according to a pro-
cedure described in Molenbroek et al. [13]. During calibration, the participant is
informed about the questionnaire and is blindfolded during the entire experiment to
exclude visual impressions. The participant also did not get any information about the
seats. The seats are named during the experiment: seat one and seat two. The order of
naming the leather and the fabric seat, seat one and seat two, is changed systematically.
The experiment always begins with seat number one. During the experiment the skin of
the subject is not allowed to contact directly with the seat surface. An assistant guides
the participants to the research setup and helps fill out the questionnaire. Initially each
participant may rate the discomfort of both seats (leather and fabric) on a LPD body
scale (0–6).

Differentiation of the Seat Characteristics Using Various Covers. In order to
investigate how the seat cover influences the perceived experience, the participants
have to assess the leather and the fabric seat with the following word pairs:

soft-hard; stiff-elastic; close-wide; formative-loose; sportive-lame; supporting-un-
stable; loose-firm, slippery-coarse

The word pairs are rated on a Likert scale (−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3). The negative
rating represents a tendency to the left word pair characterisation, zero is neutral and a
positive rate outlines a tendency to the right characterisation of the word pair. For each
word pair, the participant is allowed to change seats once, after completing the rating
for the current seat. The participant switches to the next word pair if the previous word
pair is rated for both seats. The seat pan and the backrest are rated separately.

Overall Impression of the Seats. The subject assesses and characterises the overall
impression of the leather and fabric seat with one of the following descriptions:

restricted; cosy, sporty; protected, relaxed

The participant also has to estimate, separately for the seat pan and backrest,
whether the contour of the compared seats is the same or different. The participant also
has to conclude which of both seats is their favorite. Finally, the pressure distribution of
each participant is recorded for the fabric and the leather seat with a FSA Pressure
Measurement System from Force Sensing Array (FSA®). The maximum pressure is
determined using the post processing tool of the FSA pressure mapping software and
the mean maximum pressure of all participants is calculated by Microsoft Excel.

2.5 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of the word pair data is performed using the SPSS-Software.
The chi-square distribution test is used to prove an unspecified distribution of the data.
A Wilcoxon rank test with a statistical significance of a < 0.05 is used for the seat pan
and backrest separately, to analyze whether the word pair ranking of the seats differ
between the two cover materials.
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3 Result

3.1 Subjective Evaluation

The initially performed discomfort rating using a LPD-body map has shown that none
of the participants has discomfort complains for neither the leather nor the fabric seat.

Differentiation of the Seat with various Seat Covers. Figure 2 shows the results of
the perceived seat pan rating. The left part (a) of the figure describes the results of the
rated word pairs for the leather and the fabric seat pan. The mean rating of the leather
seat pan differs to the mean rating of the fabric seat pan for every word pair. The right
part (b) illustrates a statistical overview of the rating results in boxplots for each word
pair and material (leather and fabric). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test has shown that the
cover material significantly affects the perception of hardness (soft-hard: z = −2.632,
p = 0.008) with an effect size of 0.48, the perception of the elasticity of the material
(stiff-elastic: z = −3.147, p = 0.002) with an effect size of 0.57 and the perception of
enclosing (formative-loose: z = −2.032, p = 0.042) with an effect size of 0.37. The
leather seat pan was assessed to be neutral in hardness (mean value: 0.033, std.
dev. = 1.60), stiff (mean value: −0.9, std. dev. = 1.24) and nearly neutral due to the
enclosing perception (mean value: 0.2, std. dev. = 1.47). The mean rating of the fabric
seat characterises the seat pan as soft (mean value: −1.2, std. dev. = 1.20), elastic (mean
value: 0.522, std. dev. = 1.25) and formative (mean value: −0.6, std. dev. = 1.25).

Figure 3 shows the results of the rated word pairs for the backrest. The left part of
Fig. 3 represents the differing mean rating of the leather and fabric backrest. The right
part of the figure (b) emphasizes the statistical distribution of the leather and fabric
backrest results. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test illustrates that the cover material
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the subjective seat pan ratings. (a) illustrates the mean rates of the word
pairs for the leather and fabric cover material. (b) presents the statistical analysis of the ratings in
boxplots.
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significantly influences the differentiation between both backrests perceiving the
elasticity of the material (stiff-elastic: z = −2.755, p = 0.006) with an effect size of
0.50, perceiving the surface roughness (slippery-coarse: z = −2.461, p = 0.014) with
an effect size of 0.45, perceiving the breadth of the backrest (close-wide: z = −2.147,
p = 0.032) with an effect size of 0.39 and perceiving the support of the backrest
(supporting-unstable: z = −1.959, p = 0.05) with an effect size of 0.36. The backrest
of the leather seat was rated stiff (mean value: 0.567, std. dev. = 1.33), slippery (mean
value: −0.233, std. dev. = 1.59), nearly neutral for the backrest breadth (mean value:
0.133, std. dev. = 1.72) and unstable (mean value: 0.667, std. dev. = 1.37). The fabric
backrest was characterised as elastic (mean value: 0.467, std. dev. = 1.10), coarse
(mean value: 1.067, std. dev. = 1.53), close (mean value: −0.933, std. dev. = 1.55) and
supporting (mean value: −1.367, std. dev. = 1.10).

General Result. 25 (83%) of thirty (N = 30) participants are convinced that leather
and fabric backrests have a different shape. For the seat pan 19 (63%) out of 30
participants assessed the shape of the seat pan as different. Figure 4 illustrates how the
participants characterised the seats. For the characterisation of the fabric seat the par-
ticipants have chosen all offered descriptions equally. The leather seat was mostly rated
as relaxed, cosy and sporty. 16 of the participants preferred the leather seat, whereas 14
of the participants preferred the fabric seat.

Pressure Mat. Figure 5 shows the maximum pressure of the thirty participants for the
leather and fabric seat, separated for the backrest and the seat pan. The mean max. pressure
of the leather seat pan (mean = 1.19 N/cm2, std. dev. = 0.54 N/cm2) is 0.19 N/cm2

higher than for the fabric seat pan (mean = 0.99 N/cm2, std. dev. = 0.37 N/cm2). The
maximum mean pressure for the leather and the fabric backrest is in both seats nearly the
same (leather: mean = 0.58 N/cm2, std. dev. = 0.22 N/cm2, fabric: mean = 0.62 N/cm2,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the subjective backrest ratings. (a) illustrates the mean rates of the word
pairs for the leather and fabric cover material. (b) presents the statistical analysis of the ratings in
boxplots.
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std. dev. = 0.21 N/cm2). The heaviest person (110 kg) has themaximum pressure points in
the fabric (max. pressure = 1.76 N/cm2) and not in the leather seat pan but the lightest
person (47 kg) has the maximum pressure points in the leather seat pan (max.
pressure = 1.07 N/cm2).

4 Discussion

The study has shown that not only the shape, contour and foam influence the comfort
of a seat, but also the properties of the cover materials matter. This is in line with
previous studies which confirmed that the stiffness, posture and hardness influence the
discomfort of a seat. The results of the first test describe that no discomfort in the seats
is felt. The other results of this study show the importance of the seat cover material as
a component influencing the seat characteristics. Although, the seats were the same
apart from the cover material, both were characterised totally different in the subjective
rating of backrest and seat pan.

The study also illustrates that the tactile perceived interaction parameters of the seat
pan differ from the backrest. The subjects characterised the backrest and the seat pan
using different descriptions of perception. The difference in the cover material of the
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seat pan is perceived due to the factors elasticity, hardness and enclosing factors
whereas the backrest differentiates in the perceived elasticity, surface properties, sup-
port and breadth of the backrest. The elasticity is the only perception, which is per-
ceived in seat pan and backrest. The rest of the perceived characterisations is different
for the seat pan and backrest. On one hand this illustrates that the elasticity of the cover
material is an essential factor for the seat charactersation. On the other hand this
example emphasises that the backrest and the seat pan is perceived with a totally
different focus. The factor ‘pressure’ is dominant for the seat pan, but not for the
backrest, whereas the surface properties are only dominant for the backrest. It can be
assumed that with less load the surface properties get more focus. It is noteworthy that
the participants had various clothes on their bodies, nevertheless, the results of the
study can be seen as significant. Therefore, this relations should be considered when
designing seats. Higher bolsters should increase the effect of the various cover material
properties (elasticity, surface properties etc.), directly and indirectly. Directly means
stretching the Ruffini corpuscles, indirectly stands for influencing the sensitivity of the
Merkel disks. Additionally, the elasticity of the cover material influences the
mechanical indentation process of the person and effects the workspace of the
underlying seat components, like the foam and the seat suspension with consequences
to the resulting posture and pressure distributions of the passenger. Therefore, further
investigations needs to be done to analyse the effects of the cover materials, in inter-
action with various foams and contours, on the perceived seat perceptions.

The results of the pressure measurements do not correlate with the results of the
perceived seat characterisations. The difference of the mean maximum pressure in the
seat pan and backrest for the leather and the fabric seat is much smaller compared to the
large rating differences of the perceived seat characterisations of the leather and fabric
seat. It can be assumed that additional to pressure, further tactile parameters like the
shear force or elongation should be investigated for a better matching of objective
measurements and subjective rated perceptions.

The well-balanced distribution of the fabric seat characterisations (see Fig. 4)
shows that the seat adapts well to various percentiles who associate this feeling with a
wide spectrum of descriptions. The leather does not adapt as good to the specific
percentile shapes. Therefore, a more focused selection of the characterisation is
associated.

5 Conclusion

This study shows that a seat cover has an important effect on how a seat is experienced.
For instance, the fabric covered seat is experienced as more elastic, less wide, less
slippery and less unstable than a leather cover in the backrest and in the seat pan the
fabric is characterized as less stiff and less hard. The pressure distribution does not
show so much differences. So, other factors might play a role here, which should be
studied further.
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